
Monitoring, Control and Connectivity 
combined in a Secure platform

Secure data management system

iMCCS
platform

Original Equipment Manufacturer
Full Customization iPeak®
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MedIUL

We have launched the iMCCS service for those Partners that want to go a step 
further in their point-of-care iPeak® and provide to their iPeak® a connectivity 
to transmit sensitive information with a secure ecosystem.
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Cloud

We provide our iPeak® Partners a secure ecosystem equipped with medical data connectivity with 
HL7 to export your OEM or off-the-shelf iPeak® data to LIMS; LIS, HIS, EMR or any middleware.



One platform | One Click
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The iMCCS system offers a real control of its 
iPeak®s and boosts the traceability of its usages 
with a reliable and seamless security. 

The iMCCS system allows us to expand iPeak® 
functionality and customize the iPeak® SW 
according to our Partners’ demands via a 
highly-secure system. The flexibility of the iMCCS 
system adapts to the needs of our iPeak® Partners.

Connectivity control

Our in-house online platform allows you to manage your lateral flow readers with 1 click and 
with 1 platform. You can monitor your iPeak® whenever you want, wherever you want. 



Contact us

Do you like what you have read?
Obtain more information about the iMCCS system. 
We can find a specific solution that fits your needs.

Carrer de la Ciutat d’Asunción, 4
08030 Barcelona, Spain

Opening time
8:15 h to 17:00 h

Phone
(+34) 932 740 232

E-mail
sales@iul-inst.com

ISO 13485:2016 and FDA standards.

This service is already available to the NEW versions of 
iPeak®. From the following iPeak® requirements

Software version 2.0

iPeak® 4.3″Model

Responsive to: Technical specifications
Connectivity

Security and 
Exportation

Audit Trail

Wi-Fi connection compatible with IEE 802.11 
b/g/n (2.4 GHz). Ethernet RJ-45 10/100Mbits/s

HL7 v2.8 complain. Connections https with SSL 
TLSv1 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 TLSv1.3. Authentication: 
transport level 2 with token key management
Also in .csv or .PDF plugin an USB disk

HL7 v2.8 complain. Connections https with SSL 
TLSv1 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2 TLSv1.3. Authentication: 
transport level 2 with token key management

MedIUL

https://iul-instruments.com/contact/

